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Fo process a So&lpi document image, the algorithm
takes 10 seconds on SUN spare 10 machines.

Many document layout analysis systems demand
very small text skew angles on document images. If
the skew angles are as large as a couple of degrees, the
document layout analysis systems usually require the
images be deskewed. This requires procedures to detect the text skew angle of a document image and then
deskew the image via image rotation. The deskewed
image allows more compact representation of image
objects, e.g. para raphs, where they can be represented by the recti Ifinear bounding boxes. And more
efficient algorithms could exist due to the simplified
representation.
Earlier work on detection of text skew is basically
a two stage process [l] [Z]. In the first sta e, feature
positions for alignment are detected. In t %e second,
various hypothesis tests are applied to select a “good”
subset from the detected ali nment feature positions.
Depending on the choice of af*lgnment features and the
criteria for the hypothesis testing, the text skew estimation algorithms are variously divided. Most methods require many heuristics and there have been no
systematic experimental protocols to evaluate their
performance.
In this paper, we discuss an engineering approach
for the automatic text skew estimation in document
images. Statistical methods are used throughout the
algorithm design process. Our text skew estimation
algorithm is based upon the recursive morphological
closing

transforms

[3~’[4]. The

Problem

(most frequently occurring) tez2 6aseline direction, i.e.
the counter-clockwise
or clockwise orientation
of tezt
baseline with respect do X-coordinate.

Let I denote a bi-level document image. Let p and
$ represent the true and ,the estimated document text
skew angle. The problem of the document text skew
estimation can be formulated as follows:
Tezt akew estimation problem:
Given a document image I with tezt lines at unkown skews of cp1, ~2, - s -, (pn. Find c,Z, an estimate of
the true document tezt skew angle (o, to ma&mite the
probability P(cp 1 I).

3

Algorithm

description

Our text skew estimation algorithm [9] is a three
stage process. In the first sta e, text line directions
are detected. The detection is 73ased on the recursive
closing transform (RCT) and recursive opening transform (ROT) described in [3] [4]. In the second stage,
a subset of the text line directions along the dominant
direction are selected. Lastly, a Bayesian estimate of
the

algorithm

document

text

skew

aqle

is calculated

the selected text baseline dlrections.
can be summarized as follows:

is fully automatic m that there 1s no need for users
to set any algorithm parameters. The algorithm itself
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statement

We assume that the origin of the coordinate system is at the geometric center of the image I. The
X-coordinate
1s the column direction and the Ycoordinate is the row dixection. When the document
image is rotated counter-clockwise, the text skew angle is positive; otherwise, it is negative.
Definition
1 The text skew angle of a document
image is denoted by ‘p and is de ned as its dominant
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can estimate the optimal parameter settings on the
fly. In addition, a very large document image database
has been used for the training and evaluation of the
proposed text skew estimation algorithm.
Section 2 formally states the document text skew
estimation problem. Then we describe the text skew
estimation algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, an
experimental protocol for evaluating the algorithm is
presented. Finally, the experimental results are summarized.

This paper describea an algorilhm
to estimate ihe
tezt skew angle in a document image.
The algorithm utilizes the recursive morphological
transforms
and yield8 accurate estimates of tezl skew angles on a
large document image data set.
The algorithm computes the optimal pcrrameter settings on the fly without any human interaction. In 2hM
automatic mode, ezperimental resulti indicate that the
algorilhm generates estimated tezt skew angles within
t&$ of the true tezt skew anglea with a probabilily of
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based

on

The algorithm

Step 1: sub-sampling

Step 5: robust

A sampling algorithm is used to reduce the input image resolution to 100dpi. Although this may sacrifice
a little bit on the estimation accuracy of the document
text skew angle, it is a trade-off between the performance and the computational efficiency.

The directions of the fitted lines may vary. Such variations arise because of the presence of multiple text
baseline directions on a document image. In addition,
some extraneous text baseline directions may also be
introduced through non-textual objects or portions of
skewed text lines from other pages. Therefore, we
compute the dominant line orientation ‘pa and select
the subset of line orientations (denoted by (@i,&&),
i=l,2,.*.,
-&) that are close to pd.
Assume that the text skew angle ‘p has a normal
prior probability distribution N(0, &$,). Then we calculate the Bayesian estimate of the skew angle by

Step 2: filling

the inter-character

gap

The RCT with respect to a structuring element K,
is computed on the sub-sampled document image 1,.
A threshold T, is estimated given the histogram of
the RCT of I,. Then the RCT is thresholded using
the threshold value T,: pixels that have values greater
than zero but not greater than T, are set to binary
one. This effects a morphological closing of the image
1, by a structuring element given by ($T,-~K~),
Kc
dilated with itself T, - 1 times,
IO

=

I.3 l

+ = cf=,
CL)
where wi = l/B&,

(@T,-&c).

where I, denotes the thresholded RCT image of I,.
Ideally the output thresholded image closes only the
intercharacter gaps and the interline gaps remain untouched. The structuring element K, could be chosen
as either a 2 x 2 box or a 2 x 3 box.

4

Step 3: removing

Image

ascenders

and descenders

The ROT with respect to a structuring element K, is
computed on the bi-level image I,. A threshold To is
calculated based on the histogram of the ROT. The
ROT is then thresholded using the threshold value
To: pixels that have values greater than or equal to To
are set to binary one. Ideally, the output thresholded
image will eliminate all the ascenders, the descenders
and the over-fills. Let 1, denote the thresholded ROT
image of I,. The processin sequence is equivalent to
the following morphologica K opening operation:
L

=

L

0 (@T.-1Ko)

=

where for simplicity,

[Ia

l

(cBT,LIK~)I

we would normally

0 (cBT.-IKO)

take K,

=

Kc = K.

Step 4: line fitting
The connected component labeling is performed on
the bi-level image I,. Each detected connected component is considered a set of points in Za. Let (zi, yi),
where i = 1,2,*-q, n, denote the set of points in a
connected component. A least square line fitting procedure is applied to minimize the sum of squared distance from the points to the fitted line. The line direction ‘p and its variance are functions of the second
order spatial moments of the points (denoted by pLII,
Prl/ I PUrar
1 PI:
9

=

-$ arctan

1
pea + puy + 2pmar
sin 2@- (ps, - prrv) cos 2+
p - n - 2 prr + puu - 2p,, sin 2@+ (pol - pyV) cos 2$

A2
fl--.

skew estimation

Wi

i = O,l, 2,. . . , L

Experimental

4.1

w$i

Training

the

[9].

protocol
algorithm

population

Our image data set is based on the “UW-I English
Document Image Database” [5 61. The database was
developed at the University of u ashington in 1993. It
is intended for researchers in the areas of optical character recognition and document image understanding.
It provides a substantial sized database for the algorithm developments and evaluations.
UW-I contains 1147 distinct document images.
Among all the images, 979 of them are directly scandigitized from technical journals published in the English language and the remaining 168 images are noisefree images synthetically generated from a set of l&TEX
documents. UW-I provides with each real document
image the ground-truth mean and standard deviation
of the text skew angle and the number of observations
in the measurement. The ground-truth text skew angle is not the true text skew angle, but rather an estimate. The synthetic image are without skew.
In our experiments, the data set was analyzed.
Each of the document images in UW-I was rotated
at various degrees of O”, &lo, rf2O, &3’, f4’, f5’ using a nearest neighbor interpolation algorithm. This
yields a total population of 12617 = 11 x 1147 training
images.
Experimental

design

To gather the experimental data, we ran the algorithm
under various tunin parameter settings and output
the estimated text st ew angle, its standard deviation
and the number of observations. The experiments was
carried out for each image in the population.
The following defines the configuration of the experiments. The selected arameter values are within
their reasonable ranges: 1“I Choose the structuring element K from: K: = (2 x 2 Box, 2 x 3 Box). 2) Choose
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the RCT threshold T, from: C = {3,4,5,6,7,8).
3)
Choose the ROT threshold TO from: 0 = {TO 1 1
TO - T, 1s 2,T, E C}. 4) Choose u& = 00. The
algorithm assumes uniform prior distribution on true
text skew angle. Therefore., the cross product of the
5, C, 0 constitutes all possible tuning arameter settings in the experiment. Let (K,T,,T, P E K: x C x 0
denote one tuning parameter setting.
Experimental

output

to predict the T@:
The predictors are the histogram of the RC’f’ of
the sub-sampled image.

2. Build a regression function to predict the 70””
iven the previously built T, regression function:
4 he predictors are the histogram of the ROT of
the thresholded RCT image using the predicted
T”pt
c value.
Our regression model is based on the regression tree
technique [8]. The constructed regression trees allow
our text skew estimation algorithm to predict the optimal algorithm parameter settings on the fly.

evaluation

We consider the “goodness” measure to quantify the
deviation of the estimated skew an le from the true
text skew angle. For the synthetical 7y generated document images, the true text skew angles are known.
We use the squared difference between the true and
the estimated skew angles as our goodness measure.
But for the real document images, the true text
skew angles are unknown. Let pVp, &i,, , No denote
the ground truth text skew angle, its variance and the
number of observations, respectively. Let ,GVn, &gA,
NA denote the algorithm estimated text skew angle,
its variance and the number of observations, respectively. Also let pu, denote the true text skew angle.
We define the goodness measure K in the following:

4.2

Benchmarking

the algorithm

In this section, we describe a series of experiments
aimed to evaluate various aspects of the text skew estimation algorithm.
Each experiment measures the
probability distribution of the text skew angle estimation error, i.e. the difference between the round truth
and the predicted skew angles. The cumu 7ative probability distribution of the absolute text skew estimation
errors is computed: Prob [ ) bVpn- pVD 1 5 z 1.
Performance

Definition
2 The goodness measure for the teas!
skew estimation ia denoted by 6 and is defined a8
K = (I-+ - firpAY f or s yn thetically generated document
images; and n = a~+~~ + (1 - (Y)&:~ + (~(1 - ct!)(fiVD b(PA)a for real document images, where (Y = NDNFNA .

in optimal

mode

The experiment studies the performance of the text
skew estimation algorithm under the optimal settings
of the T, and T,, parameters. The T, and TO settings
are optimal in the following sense:

Based on this definition, we compute K for each
of the tuning parameter configurations (K, T,, TO) E
K x C x 0 and for each of the document images in the
population.
Training

1. Build a regression function

For each ima e in the total population of 12617
training images f Section 4.1), we determine the best
parameter pairs T,,T,] and compute the estimated
text skew angle. k he probability distributions of the
skew angle estimation error are plotted in Figure 1.

the algorithm

The purpose of training is to allow the skew estimation algorithm to decide its optimal algorithm tuning
parameters on the fly. More specifically, we want the
algorithm to predict the optimal RCT threshold (T,)
and the optimal ROT threshold TO) given their respective histograms. The optima ‘1ities of T, and TO
are defined in the following way:
3 The optimal RCT
noted as T,“P” and is defined by

Definition

threshold

is de-

T,“P*(K) = 4’7’g T%c
[,m=&
c
0 n(h?, T,, To)]

Definition

4 The optimal
T c = Test
c is denoted as T”pt
0
T,“Pt(K, T:‘*)

ROT threshold
and is defined by

Figure 1: Illustrates the performance of the algorithm
under the optimal parameter settings.

given

The algorithm exhibits worse performance on the
real document images than the synthetic ones. There
are two possible explanations for this. One is that
our algorithm really performs worse on the real images. The other is the measurement uncertainty of

= arg p$.O n(K, Teaat,T,,)
D

The training process is divided into two sequential
steps:
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1

Figure 2: Illustrates
tive skew angles.

estimation

accuracy of the rela-

the ground-truth text skew angles on the real images
during the database preparation stage. To quantify
the two possible effects, we adopt a methodology to
measure the estimation accuracy of the relative skew
angles.
The basic idea is the following: Given an input document ima e I, although it is impossible to know its
true text sa ew angle, we can rotate the image by a
known angle 8, called the relative skew angle. In order for the text skew estimation algorithm to perform
correctly, it is necessary that the estimated text skew
angles on both the rotated image and the orignal image I differ also by the same angle 19. The difference
between the true relative skew angle f3 and the estimated relative skew angle d can be measured and characterized, which is independent of the true text skew
angle of the input image 1. Figure 2 summarizes the
algorithm’s estimation accuracy of the relative skew
angles. By comparing Figure 2 with Figure 1, we discover that the main drfferences between the two sets of
curves are in the interval [O’,0.2O], which is consistent
with the fact that the measured standard deviations
of the ground-truth text skew angle are typically in
the range 0.030,0.10]. From the differences, we see
that the eB ect of the measurement uncertainty of the
ground-truth text skew angles accounts for about 3%
loss in the algorithm performance on real images in
the specified interval.

Performance

in automatic

Figure 3: Illustrates the performance of the algorithm
under the automatic mode.
Timing

performance

To process an input document image of size 3300 x
2550, the algorithm takes almost a constant 10 seconds
on SUN Spare 10 machines.
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